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Supplies: Per team: 12 cups, 25 bouncy balls, 1 bounce plate
Music: More Bounce to the Ounce by Zapp & Roger
Set up: Each team has 3 Cuppers in a line facing 3 Bouncers in a line
To play: First Cupper tries to catch a ball bounced by the Bouncer in a cup, hand the cup and ball
to the next Cupper, then go to the end of the Bouncer line while the Bouncer goes to the back of
the Cupper line. The next Cupper places an empty cup on top of the cup and ball and tries to
catch the next bounced ball from the Bouncer and follow the same movements as the first team
members. Repeat this pattern until all 12 cups have been filled with a ball and stacked.

Supplies: Tubs, straps, shower caps, wash cloths, mesh scrubbers, duckies, t-shirts, face shields.
\
Music:
Rubber Duckie by Little Richard; Splish Splash by Bobby Darin
Set up: Each team has a Bather with a tub strapped on, donning a shower cap and holding a wash
towel in one hand and mesh bath scrubber in the other. Select Launcher Teams, three partner pairs
who use a t-shirt to fling rubber duckies in the air. Scatter lots of duckies into the crowd.
To play: Place each team's Bather in the center of their group. The crowd helps to load duckies
onto the t-shirts for flinging towards their team’s Bather who tries to catch the most duckies in their
tub.

Red,

& B’loons

Supplies: Red, white, and blue Quick Link balloons
Music: Armed Forces Medley by the US Air Force Academy Band
Set up: Divide the crowd into quadrants. This should be done using the event’s seating
arrangement.
To play: Shower Quick Link balloons into each quadrant. Instruct the crowd that their section
must create a chain of alternating red, white, and blue Quick Link balloons in that specific
pattern. Teams have ___ minutes to make the longest chain.

